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Abstract—Vertical die stacking of 3D Networks-on-Chip (3D
NoCs) is enabled using inter-layer Through-Silicon-Via (TSV)
links. However, TSV technology suffers from low reliability and
high fabrication costs. To mitigate these costs, Partially Connected
3D NoCs (PC-3DNoCs), which use fewer TSV links, have been in-
troduced. Nevertheless, with fewer vertical links (a.k.a. elevators),
elevator-less routers will have to send their traffic to nearby eleva-
tors for inter-layer traffic, increasing the traffic load and congestion
at these elevators and potentially reducing performance. There-
fore, it is important that elevator-less routers choose elevators that
balance the traffic load among the available elevators. To address
this problem, we present an adaptive congestion- and energy-aware
elevator-selection algorithm, called AdEle+. AdEle+ employs an
offline multi-objective simulated-annealing-based optimization to
find good elevator subsets for routers. During high traffic loads,
AdEle+ uses an adaptive and online elevator selection algorithm
to select an elevator from the elevator subset to dynamically man-
age traffic congestion on elevators. Moreover, in low congestion
circumstances, AdEle+ switches to a distance-based selection to
improve energy efficiency. Compared to state-of-the-art selection
algorithms under various PC-3DNoC configurations and traffic
patterns, AdEle+ reduces the average latency by 9.5% on average
and up to 11.2% while reducing the hardware overhead by 10.1%

Index Terms—Adaptive routing, elevator selection, multi-
objective optimization, partially connected 3D networks-on-chip,
simulated annealing, through-silicon via.

I. INTRODUCTION

N ETWORK-ON-CHIP (NOC) has become the prevailing
solution to enable scalable on-chip communication in

manycore systems [1]. Moreover, with the advances in three-
dimensional (3D) integration technologies, systems with stacked
dies are interconnected using Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs), fur-
ther improving NoC scalability, integration density, and system
heterogeneity [2], [3], [4].

To create vertical links in TSV-based 3D NoCs, multiple
TSVs are grouped into a bundle. However, due to the large TSV
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interconnect pitch and keep-out-zone requirements [5], these
TSV bundles result in large area overhead. Moreover, TSVs
are particularly susceptible to electromigration and capacitive
crosstalk-induced issues [6], [7]. Therefore, it is very costly to
have TSV-based vertical links at every router [2], [3]. To address
these challenges, Partially Connected 3D NoCs (PC-3DNoCs)
with TSV-based vertical links at only some routers have been
proposed [3], [8], [9]. In addition to reduced fabrication costs, the
PC-3DNoC paradigm can be utilized to handle missing vertical
links due to TSV-based faults [10] and to improve manufacturing
yields.

Since PC -3DNoCs remove some of the vertical links (a.k.a.
elevators), the remaining elevators must be shared among mul-
tiple routers. A well-known routing solution in PC-3DNoCs,
Elevator-First routing [8], naïvely select the nearest elevator
without considering the overall network traffic, potentially cre-
ating traffic hotspots at certain elevators and increasing the
network latency [3]. To mitigate the effects of these traffic
hotspots, we can balance the traffic across all elevators us-
ing an adaptive routing technique that selects elevators based
on elevator utilization. For example, Congestion-aware Dy-
namic elevator Assignment (CDA) [11] uses global traffic
information to improve the elevator load distribution during
runtime.

Elevator-selection algorithms in PC-3DNoCs can be broadly
classified into design-time and runtime approaches. For exam-
ple, in [8], [12], each router is assigned one elevator for all
vertical traffic at design time and to optimize network perfor-
mance (e.g., the network latency). On the other hand, online
approaches like [13] monitor traffic and select elevators during
runtime to help balance the elevator load. Since design-time
approaches do most of the calculations offline, only simple
look-up tables are required, oftentimes resulting in simpler
and faster implementations compared to an online approach.
However, these offline approaches [8], [12], [14], [15], [16] rely
only on the traffic information available during design time and
cannot adapt to new runtime traffic scenarios or changing system
conditions, e.g., faults. Although online solutions can help adjust
to these changes, they can impose large overhead. For example,
in CDA [11], [13], gathering global traffic information from
distant routers and determining the selection at runtime impose
significant hardware and latency overhead.
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This paper addresses the elevator-selection problem in PC-
3DNoC routing techniques by developing, a novel, congestion-
and energy-aware adaptive elevator-selection scheme called
AdEle+. The main contributions of AdEle+ are summarized in
the following:
� We propose AdEle+, a two-stage elevator-selection ap-

proach that takes advantage of both design-time and run-
time benefits: AdEle+ integrates a design-time elevator-set
optimization and a runtime elevator-selection policy to
balance traffic with minimal overhead.

� We utilize a Multi-Objective Simulated-Annealing-based
optimization algorithm (AMOSA [17]) offiline for the
design-time elevator-set optimization. AMOSA chooses,
for each router, an optimized subset of elevators that will
be used during runtime selection to simplify the online
elevator selection.

� We develop a low-cost runtime elevator selection that has
two modes: one for high traffic loads using local traffic in-
formation and a simple modified round-robin technique to
improve the elevator load; and another for low traffic loads
using a distance-based elevator selection that considers the
elevator distance to both source and destination.

� An algorithm is presented to find the optimized threshold
for switching between the different runtime elevator selec-
tion modes.

Our simulation results, under different synthetic and real-
application traffics with various PC-3DNoC configurations,
show the promise of AdEle+ compared to state-of-the-art. For
instance, AdEle+ improves the network latency by 10%, on
average, and by up to 13.9%. AdEle+ also reduces the energy
consumption in low traffic scenarios. Moreover, due to the local
traffic monitoring of AdEle+, hardware overhead is reduced,
compared to CDA selection, in which global traffic information
is shared among routers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the
background and review some prior related work on PC-3DNoCs
in Section II. Section III discusses the elevator-selection problem
and its complexity in PC-3DNoCs. Moreover, it details our pro-
posed technique (AdEle+) and its implementation. In Section IV,
we explore the parameters of AdEle+ to optimize the elevator
selection. In addition, Section IV presents our simulation re-
sults including latency, energy, power, and hardware. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section discusses PC-3DNoCs and related challenges in
routing, elevator placement, and elevator selection.

A. Partially Connected 3D Networks-on-Chip

The total number of TSVs highly affects the overall cost of
3D chips [18], [19]. Since each elevator link includes tens to
hundreds of TSVs (e.g., 2× 128 bits in [20]), limiting elevator
links to only some routers—a Partially Connected 3D NoC
(PC-3DNoC)—can help significantly improve the fabrication
cost [2], [8], [9], [21]. For example, a PC-3DNoC with elevators
at 25% of the routers significantly improves the chip fabrication

Fig. 1. (a) An example PC -3DNoC with three elevators (e1, e2, and e3). The
routing path from S to D based on Elevator-First algorithm [8] (dotted-red line)
and the minimal path (blue-solid line) are shown. The middle-layer routers are
colored based on their Elevator-First selected elevator. (b) Traffic load on each
router in the middle layer: the e2 elevator is highly congested because of the
inefficient elevator selection in Elevator-First algorithm (7 out of 16 routers use
this elevator router).

cost with only 18.7% overhead in the network latency, com-
pared to a fully connected 3D NoC [22]. Moreover, PC-3DNoC
schemes can be better extended to deal with TSV faults as they
are designed to work in a partially connected network with
missing TSV links [10]. Note that our work assumes a given
PC-3DNoC topology and thus can handle manufacturing TSV
faults. Considering runtime TSV faults are beyond the scope of
this paper.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), PC-3DNoCs consist of two types of
routers: elevator-less routers with five ports (east, south, west,
north, and local), and elevator routers that include two additional
ports (up and down) for a total of seven ports. As elevator-less
routers are not directly connected to the other layers, their inter-
layer packets must first route to an elevator router.

B. Elevator Placement and Routing Algorithms

Similar to elevator selection during routing in PC -3DNoCs
(see Section 2.3), elevator placement also plays an important
role in the network performance. In [22], the authors proposed
an elevator placement that minimizes the hop count from all
routers to nearby elevators. It is assumed that elevator-less
routers utilize their closest elevator in the layer. Considering this
assumption, an optimized placement is found to minimize the
average router to elevator distance. However, in runtime network
operation, different elevators might be selected for elevator-less
routers, which is not consistent with the assumption in the place-
ment optimization. To this end, [11] uses a Genetic Algorithm
(GA) to place elevators while considering elevator selection
to minimize the average distance and load variance. However,
these approaches will likely end up with a non-uniform elevator
placement, after manufacturing faults, which can lead to non-
uniform elevator usage. Even with uniform elevator placement,
traffic is typically non-uniform leading to imbalanced elevator
utilization. Fortunately, an adaptive elevator selection algorithm
can compensate for these effects and balance the traffic over the
elevators.
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Many routing algorithms have been proposed for PC-
3DNoCs [2], [8], [9], [10], [15], [21], [23], [24], [25]. They
are mainly different in their approach to guarantee deadlock
freedom. For instance, in Elevator-First [8], the most popular
deadlock-free routing for PC-3DNoCs, upward-bound packets
are routed in one virtual channel while downward-bound packets
are routed in another virtual channel to break the cyclic de-
pendency and maintain deadlock freedom. However, Elevator-
first is a deterministic routing algorithm and it suffers from a
low adaptation in path selection. To this end, LEAD [15] of-
fers an adaptive routing algorithm while guaranteeing deadlock
freedom by defining some subnetworks. However, all of these
routing algorithms employ a simple selection, where the closest
elevator to the source router is used for inter-layer routing. Al-
though simple, this selection results in an unbalanced traffic load
over elevators and, therefore, unnecessary network congestion
and performance loss.

C. Elevator Selection Algorithms

In PC-3DNoCs, the elevator selection process can highly im-
pact the traffic distribution across the elevators and consequently
the performance of the entire network. Unfortunately, elevator
selection in PC-3DNoCs has been barely studied in related
work. In conventional routing algorithms, usually the closest
elevator is selected to route inter-layer packets [8], [23], [24].
However, this selection ignores the elevators’ load distribution
and can lead to network congestion. This can be especially
harmful for PC-3DNoCs with non-uniform elevator placements,
small number of elevators, or non-uniform traffic distribution.
Adaptive elevator-selection techniques have been proposed [2],
[9], [21], but they mainly focus on designing fault-tolerant
approaches to handle elevator failures. These strategies select
the closest non-faulty elevator to the source without considering
the elevator’s load and congestion.

To improve the traffic distribution in PC-3DNoCs, [12] pro-
posed an offline optimized elevator-selection algorithm using
the Tabu search algorithm to distribute the load over elevator
links and reduce network latency. However, this approach does
not consider network energy and cannot capture the dynamics
of the runtime network traffic due to its offline nature. In [15],
a simple online selection strategy was presented where routers
select one elevator randomly. This random selection improves
the elevator traffic distribution compared to the closest ele-
vator selection. However, it increases the average hop count
and energy consumption as some packets will have to travel
much farther to distant elevators. In [11] and [13], an online
Congestion-aware Dynamic elevator Assignment (CDA) was
proposed. CDA selects the elevator that minimizes the sum of
the delay and the buffer utilization of the routers between the
packet’s source and the elevator. However, CDA requires online
global information of the routers’ delay and buffer utilization,
sharing of which imposes high overhead.

Considering the aforementioned efforts, an efficient elevator-
selection solution is yet to be realized for PC-3DNoCs.
In [26], we proposed an Adaptive congestion- and energy-aware
Elevator-selection algorithm (AdEle) to optimize a subset of

elevators for each router, then leverages such subsets in runtime
to dynamically avoid congested elevators and improve traffic
while relying only on local information. Employing a set of
elevators instead of one elevator per router enables the online
selection to adapt to new traffic patterns, hence improving the
network performance. However, AdEle [26] does not always
use the shortest-path elevator and it suffers from high energy
consumption under low network traffic. In this paper, we extend
our prior work in [26] to realize a low-cost Distance-Based (DB)
elevator selection for the low congestion scenarios to improve
the energy efficiency. In addition, an algorithm is proposed for
switching between the traffic-aware and distance-based selec-
tions to enable AdEle+ to account for a dynamic traffic load.
Moreover, we explore design parameters of AdEle+ and opti-
mize them to significantly improve the performance. We also
show the effectiveness of the distance-based elevator selection,
under low traffic load scenarios, and the dynamic switching
between the distance-based and congestion aware selections.

III. PROPOSED ELEVATOR-SELECTION ALGORITHM: ADELE+

This section discusses the main challenges for elevator
selection in PC-3DNoCs and details our proposed adaptive
congestion- and energy-aware elevator-selection algorithm,
AdEle+. As an overview, Fig. 2 shows the building blocks of
the proposed algorithm: AdEle+ uses an offline multi-objective
simulated-annealing-based algorithm (AMOSA) to find an op-
timal subset of elevators for each router and an online elevator-
selection algorithm to then select the best elevator from the
subset in the presence of runtime traffic.

A. Motivation: Routing in PC-3DNoCs

In PC-3DNoCs, the routing process requires three main steps
because of the irregular topology: 1) selecting a vertical link
(elevator) for each packet in the source router and then routing
the packet to that elevator on the source layer; 2) vertically rout-
ing the packet to the destination layer; and 3) routing the packet
from the elevator to the destination node on the destination layer.
In PC-3DNoCs, the elevator selection (the first step) is critical
as elevators quickly become the network bottleneck due to the
smaller number of elevators. As we will show, AdEle+ optimizes
the elevator selection in the first step to balance the traffic over
the elevators, thereby reducing network traffic hot-spots.

Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a PC -3DNoC with three
elevators (e1–e3). Router tiles are colored with the elevator’s
color they would use under the Elevator-First policy (i.e., the
closest elevator to the source router is selected) [2], [8], [9],
i.e., four routers will use the green (e1) elevator, seven will use
the blue (e2) elevator, and five will use the red (e3) elevator.
Unfortunately, such an unbalanced elevator selection can put
severe traffic pressure on certain elevators (e2 in this example).
Ideally, some of the load on e2 should be assigned to e1 or e3,
making e2 less congested. Fig. 1(b) demonstrates the utilization
of the middle-layer routers with Elevator-First selection policy
under uniform traffic. This confirms that e2 is highly congested
due to the unbalanced elevator selection. In terms of energy
efficiency in low traffic loads, the best elevator selection is on
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Fig. 2. An overview of our proposed elevator-selection algorithm: AdEle+.

the minimal path between the source and destination. However,
for the path between S and D in Fig. 1(a), policies that ignore
the location of the destination during the elevator selection, e.g.,
Elevator-First, may end up with longer paths (red-dotted line)
than the minimal path (blue-solid line).

AdEle+ considers both the elevator utilization and energy
efficiency to select elevators with distributed traffic load and
minimize source-destination distance. To the best of our knowl-
edge, AdEle+ is the first congestion- and energy-aware elevator-
selection algorithm in PC-3DNoCs that includes dynamic ele-
vator selection to accommodate dynamic traffic behavior while
relying only on local router information.

B. Offline Optimization in AdEle+

To find the optimal subset of elevators for each router, AdEle+
performs an offline optimization to distribute the expected traffic
load across all elevators and minimize the average inter-node
(source to destination) distance. To do this, we first define
two optimization objectives: 1) elevator-utilization variance to
improve the traffic load distribution, and 2) average inter-node
distance to minimize the energy consumption. Leveraging these
objective functions, we will use a multi-objective simulated-
annealing-based algorithm (AMOSA [17]) to find the optimal
elevator subsets.

1) Objective 1—Elevator Utilization: To balance the traffic
on the elevators, AdEle+ attempts to minimize the elevator-
utilization variance. As discussed above, it is important to evenly
distribute the traffic over elevators to avoid highly congested
elevators. To calculate the utilization variance, let us consider
an N -node or N -router network with a set of elevators E =
{e1, e2, . . . , eE}, where E is the total number of elevators.
Moreover, assume that in runtime, each router i can select its
elevator from a subset Ai ⊆ E . For the time being, let us assume
that each router selects each elevator from its elevator subset
(Ai) uniformly (e.g., using a round-robin policy). Therefore,
the utilization of elevator e (Ue) is:

Ue =

N∑
i=1

1

|Ai|
N∑
j=1

fij · Pije, (1)

where fij is the communication frequency (i.e., traffic) between
routers i and j, and Pije = 1 when the routing between routers
i and j uses the elevator e, otherwise Pije = 0. Leveraging (1),

the average traffic over all the elevators (μ) can be defined as:

μ =
1

E

E∑
i=1

Ui. (2)

Using (1) and (2), elevator-utilization variance (σ2) is:

σ2 =
1

E

E∑
i=1

(Ui − μ)2. (3)

Minimizing the elevator-utilization variance will result in a
better distribution of traffic load on the elevators and eventually
lower the network latency by reducing network congestion and
traffic hot-spots.

2) Objective 2—Average Inter-Layer-Node Distance: To im-
prove network energy efficiency, AdEle+ attempts to minimize
the average inter-layer-node distance when selecting the elevator
subsets. The distance (De

ij) between inter-layer nodes i and j
using elevator e can be defined as:

De
ij =

{
0, i and j are on the same layer
dse + de + ded, otherwise.

(4)

Here, dse, de, and ded are the Manhattan distances between the
source and elevator, the source and destination layers (through
the elevator), and the elevator and destination, respectively.
Based on (4), the average inter-layer-node distance (AD) in an
L-layer network can be calculated as:

AD =
1

N · (L−1L ·N)

N∑
i=1

1

|Ai|
∑
e∈Ai

N∑
j=1

De
ij . (5)

3) Multi-Objective Optimization: We use a multi-
objective simulated annealing-based optimization algorithm
(AMOSA [17]) to find a set of optimal elevator subsets for all
routers in the network (A = {A1, . . . , AN}) while minimizing
the objective functions (3) and (5). Similar to Simulated
Annealing (SA) [27], AMOSA performs a broad exploration
at the start of the search process and gradually chooses more
greedy moves to select the best solutions to help approximate
the global optima in a large solution space. Differently than SA,
AMOSA outputs a set of solutions that lie on the Pareto front
of the optimization objectives. In AdEle+, AMOSA provides
solutions with different tradeoffs in terms of elevator-utilization
variance and average inter-layer-node distance. From these
solutions, a designer can choose the appropriate tradeoff (see
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Fig. 6). Selection of solutions are discussed in detail in Section
IV.

C. Adaptive Online Elevator Selection

Here, we discuss how a router i can efficiently select an
elevator during runtime from its elevator subset (Ai) identified
in the previous subsection. A common method is to use a simple
Round Robin (RR) approach where each elevator is selected
equally in a sequential order. However, solutions such as RR do
not consider traffic patterns and congestion that occur during
runtime. As we are interested in an even distribution of traffic
load over all elevators to improve traffic congestion during run-
time, we propose an Enhanced RR (ERR) algorithm for selecting
elevators. Our proposed ERR approach includes a probability of
skipping PSik a congested elevator k for each router i. PSik is
adjusted based on the average latency imposed by the elevator
k, i.e., higher latencies seen using elevator k increases the
probability of skipping it in the future. Accordingly, AdEle+
can adaptively manage dynamic traffic loads and congestion.

To find PSik, AdEle+ first estimates the cost of selecting a
particular elevator by considering the time between when the
first flit (the header flit) and when the last flit (the tail flit) leave
the source router. The latency (Tk) imposed by selecting elevator
k is:

Tk =
ttail − thead − lp

lp
, (6)

where ttail and thead denote the time when the tail flit and the
header flit leave the source router, respectively. Also, lp is the
length of the packet. After each packet leaves a router i, the
elevator-selection cost (Cik) is updated:

Cik ← (a× Tk) + ((1− a)× Cik), 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 (7)

where a is used to adjust the impact of the new cost versus the
old one. This allows us to keep some past information about
the congestion at elevator k while updating it with the most
recent transmission. We have experimentally found that a = 0.2
produces good results in AdEle+.

Leveraging (7), AdEle+ can estimate the latency cost at the
source router with only local information, while the state-of-the-
art [11], [13] requires global information with high overhead.
With wormhole switching, any blocking in an elevator can be
propagated along the path from the elevator to the source router.
Since we expect the elevators to be the predominant source of
congestion in these PC-3DNoCs, blocking at a source router can
be interpreted as blocking in the elevator. Note that incorporating
global-network information into AdEle+ would improve the
selection policy but will impose high hardware area, energy
consumption, and latency costs.

Using (7), we define router i’s relative cost when selecting
elevator k among other elevators in its elevator set Ai:

Crel
ik =

Cik∑|Ai|
p=1 Cip

. (8)

Where Cip, is the cost of elevator p in router i (See (7)). Using
the relative cost of a particular elevator selection, the possibility

Algorithm 1: Enhanced Round Robin in AdEle+.
R: Round robin counter

for all elevators k in elevator set of router i do
Crel

ik ← Calculate the relative cost ( (8))
PSik ← Calculate skip probability ( (9))

end for
while elevator is not selected do

Skip elevator R with probability PSiR

Go to next selection (R++)
end while
Update CiR after sending tail flit

of skipping that elevator in our ERR approach is:

PSik=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1− ξ, if Crel

ik ≥ 2
|Ai|

|Ai| ·
(
Crel

ik − 1
|Ai|

)
· (1−ξ), if 2

|Ai| > Crel
ik ≥ 1

|Ai|
0, otherwise.

(9)
Here, ξ is included to allow a small fraction of packets to be sent
to highly congested routers so that the cost can be updated to
reflect the current state (ξ = 0.05 in our experiments). To clarify
the use of ξ, let us assume that ξ = 0. This would allow a value
of 1 forPSik when there is high congestion. In this case, elevator
k will not be selected in the ERR sequence at all and have no
chance to update its elevator-selection cost (Ck). Even if the
congestion at elevator k is resolved, we would constantly skip
elevator k unless the cost for the other elevators rise and reduces
Crel

ik (see (8)). To address such an update failure, ξ allows every
elevator to be selected with a low probability regardless of their
PSik, so the cost function has a chance for updating. In (9), the
expected load—i.e., when the load is evenly distributed over
elevators—is 1

|Ai| . Therefore, when the elevator load is below
the expected load, the skip possibility is zero (the third line in
(9)). On the other hand, if the load of an elevator is twice of
the expected load ( 2

|Ai| ) or more, the elevator is skipped with
a high possibility (the first line in (9)). For the loads between
1
|Ai| and 2

|Ai| , the elevator is skipped with respect to the extra
load (the second line in (9)). The proposed ERR is described in
Algorithm 1.

D. Elevator Selection in AdEle+ Under Low Traffic

AdEle+ employs ERR elevator selection to balance elevator
utilization and improve network congestion. However, under low
traffic loads, congestion is not a concern and employing ERR can
increase both the latency and the energy by taking non-minimal
paths. Therefore, we propose AdEle+ to use a distance-based
routing when the congestion at the elevators is expected to be
low. We also proposed a mechanism, which will be elaborated
in the next subsection, to dynamically switch between the ERR
and distance-based selections.

Unlike a regular mesh topology, finding the minimal path in
PC-3DNoCs requires knowledge of the source, destination, and
nearby elevators’ locations. The minimal path is not necessarily
through the source’s nearest elevator. Let us consider an example
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Fig. 3. (a) Closest elevator selection example shows that 11 out of 36 desti-
nation routers in the bottom layer use non-minimal paths from source S (red
destinations receive packets non-minimally). (b) Distance-Based (DB) elevator
selection in AdEle+ shows example quadrants (RNW , RNE , RSW , RSE )
based on S. Each elevator is color-coded based on their quadrant (with some
elevators with two colors), and the regional closest elevator (RCE) for each
region is marked with a color-coded star. Similarly, the closest elevator (CE) is
marked with a black star (e5). Our DB elevator selection will consider the paths
through the RCE in the destination quadrant and the overall closest elevator.
Our DB elevator selection only routes 2 out of 36 destinations non-minimally
from source S.

shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, the conventional closest elevator selec-
tion (i.e., Elevator-First selection) would choose e5 fromS toD1

instead of using the shortest path through e4. To find the minimal
path in PC-3DNoCs, we can apply an exhaustive search across
all the elevators and save the results in each router. However,
this is unscalable and imposes a rather large overhead. Instead,
our efficient distance-based elevator selection takes advantage
of the observation that the shortest path between many source-
destination pairs goes through either 1) the closest elevator to the
source, or 2) the closest elevator to the source in the same quad-
rant as the destination, assuming the source as the origin (0,0).
We divide the source layer into 4 quadrant regions considering
the source as the origin: northwest (RNW ), northeast (RNE),
southwest (RSW ), and southeast (RSE) regions. In each of the 4
regions, we find one elevator as the closest elevator to the source
in the quadrant. We define CENW , CENE , CESW , and CESE

as the closest elevator inRNW ,RNE ,RSW , andRSE quadrants,
respectively.

For example in Fig. 3(b), we show theRNW ,RNE ,RSW , and
RSE quadrants using S as the source. In this example, RNW =
{e1, e2, e4}, RNE = {e2, e3, e5}, RSW = {e6}, and RSE =
{e5}. Therefore,CENW = e4,CENE = e5,CESW = e6, and
CESE = e5. Note that the elevators on the border of each quad-
rant belong to both quadrants for the purpose of our distance-
based elevator selection. For example, e2 belongs to both RNW

and RNE quadrants and e5 is in both RNE and RSE quadrants.
However, in the case ofS, e2 is not the quadrant’s closest elevator
in neither RNW nor RNE . Also, if there is no elevator in a
quadrant, the closest elevator to the source (CE) is considered as
that quadrant’s regional closest elevator (RCE). For destination
D1, based on our observation earlier, we consider e5 (closest
to the source) and e4 (closest in the destination quadrant), and
select e4 which is the shortest-path elevator. Similarly, for the
path from S to D2, we consider e5 and e6 and choose e5, again
the shortest-path elevator. Although this finds the shortest-path
elevator in many situations, there are some cases that may not be
minimal. For example, fromS to the red routers—two routers out
of 36 routers in the bottom layer—distance-based AdEle+ finds
elevators with two hops more than the shortest path. However,
using the closest elevator is even worse as it will fail to find the
shortest-path elevator for all the routers in red shown in Fig. 3(a)
(11 out of 36 routers).

To analyze the benefit of the proposed approach, we evaluated
the average inter-layer distance of our approach for many net-
work configurations (100 random elevator patterns with layer
sizes of 4× 4 and 8× 8). Fig. 4 shows that the proposed
distance-based selection in AdEle+ is able to achieve an average
distance that is always better than the closest elevator and very
close to the shortest-path selection. Fig. 4(a) and (c) show the
average across 100 random elevator patterns’ average distances,
while Fig. 4(b) and (d) show the worst case among the 100
random elevator patterns’ average distances. In all scenarios, DB
is able to nearly achieve the same distance as the shortest path
selection at every number of elevators. In these experiments, the
average rate of non-minimal routing in DB AdEle+ was smaller
than 4.1% and 7.5% for 4× 4 and 8× 8, which resulted in an
increase of 3.2% and 2.7% in the average distance for 4× 4
and 8× 8, respectively. Due to its simplicity, the distance-based
elevator selection only needs to store five different elevators
regardless of the size of the network or the number of elevators:
one for each quadrant and the closest elevator. Therefore, this
approach is a very scalable and has a low overhead to help
improve network latency and energy efficiency. Algorithm 2
details the distance-based elevator selection in AdEle+.

E. Adaptive Selection Between Distance-Based or Enhanced
Round-Robin

To determine when to switch between the Distance-Based
(DB) elevator selection and ERR, AdEle+ leverages the conges-
tion information already gathered by the relative cost Crel of
elevators defined in (8). When Crel is below a threshold (trDB)
for all the elevators, AdEle+ will switch to the distance-based
elevator selection and minimize hop counts. Otherwise, ERR is
used to balance network congestion.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of different elevator selection policies in terms of average distance under different network sizes and number of elevators. For each network
size and number of elevators, 100 random elevator-placement patterns are evaluated. Here, we report both the average (average case) and the maximum (worst
case) of all the 100 random elevator patterns’ average distance. (a) 4× 4 layer size - average case; (b) 4× 4 layer size - worst case; (c) 8× 8 layer size - average
case; and (d) 8× 8 layer size - worst case.

Algorithm 2: AdEle+’s Distance-Based Elevator Selection.
RCE: Regional closest elevator
CE: Closest elevator to source
CENE , CESE , CENW and CESW : Closest elevator in
north-east, south-east, north-west and south-west quadrant
of source router
if S.x ≥ D.x and S.y ≥ D.y then

RCE ← CENE

else if S.x ≥ D.x and S.y ≤ D.y then
RCE ← CESE

else if S.x ≤ D.x and S.y ≥ D.y then
RCE ← CENW

else
RCE ← CESW

end if
Select CE or RCE based on source-destination distance

Fig. 5. Proposed framework to find trDB . ERR and distance-based elevator
selections are simulated under different injection loads. The average cost (8) of
the load where latency of both ERR and distance-based selections are equal is
used as the minimal threshold (trDB).

The proposed framework to find trDB is shown in Fig. 5. In
order to find the point at which ERR starts to outperform the
distance-based selection (trDB), we perform network simula-
tions with uniform traffic under increasing injection loads. At
a high enough injection load, congestion starts to build up at
the elevators and ERR begins to outperform the distance-based
elevator selection. Then, we find the injection load (Pins) when
distance-based and ERR have the same latency and use the
average cost of elevators (C) at the injection load (Pins) to find

trDB:

trDB =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1

|Ai|
∑
k∈Ai

Cik. (10)

Although we use different traffic patterns in runtime, we will
show in the next section that the average cost extracted using
uniform traffic is close to the optimal one under different traffic
patterns. Also, note that the proposed framework models the
NoC at design time (here we used our simulator to model it)
and calculate trDB to be used at design time. Therefore, there
would not be any performance and area cost to estimate trDB

at runtime.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, we describe our simulation setup and present
some parameter explorations in AdEle+ and its simulation re-
sults compared to the state-of-the-art elevator-selection algo-
rithms.

A. Simulation Setup

We compare the proposed AdEle+ with the state-of-the-
art elevator-selection algorithms using Access Noxim [28],
which is an extended version of Noxim [29], GEM5 [30] (for
real-application traffic extraction), and Cadence Genus [31]
(for hardware area analysis). We compare AdEle+ with two
well-known elevator-selection algorithms: Elevator-First [8] and
CDA [11]. Table I summarizes the simulation setup. We used
Elevator-First [8] routing algorithm for deadlock freedom in our
simulation (albeit, with a different elevator selection for CDA,
AdEle, and AdEle+), although AdEle+ can be added to any other
routing algorithms in PC-3DNoC.

In PC-3DNoCs, the number and location of elevators can
be affected by different performance-cost trade-off considera-
tions [3]. Therefore, AdEle+ is evaluated using different PC-
3DNoC elevator-placement patterns to show that its efficacy
is independent of any such patterns. Four elevator patterns are
considered for a 4×4×4 network (see Table I): PSL, PSM , and
PSH , which are patterns with low, medium, and high density
of elevators, respectively; and a non-uniform pattern PSNU ,
which is designed based on PSM where one of the elevators
is faulty (i.e., one elevator is removed due to, for example,
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TABLE I
SIMULATION SETUP

TSV manufacturing faults [7]). These patterns are optimized
using Simulated Annealing (SA) to minimize the overall average
distance. A large network elevator pattern PL (8×8×4) with
optimized average distance is also considered in our evaluation
to show the scalability of AdEle+.

AdEle+’s offline optimization (see Section III-B) is imple-
mented in Python to extract the elevator subsets for each router.
These subsets are then added to the AdEle+ router implemented
in Access Noxim simulator [28]. As it is hard to predict online
traffic accurately at the design time, for the offline optimization
we considered uniform traffic, the most pessimistic assumption
(i.e., traffic is not known a priori), while the network evaluations
are done using different synthetic and real-application traffic
patterns. Our analyses will demonstrate that AdEle+ does not
require runtime traffic in its offline optimization as its online
selection policy will adjust to runtime traffic (see AdEle_RR
versus AdEle+ in evaluations presented in Figs. 10 and 11).
However, if the traffic is known, AdEle+ can use the runtime
traffic during elevator-subset selection to offer further latency
and energy improvements.

B. Parameter Exploration and Optimization

1) AMOSA Elevator-Subset Exploration: As discussed in
Section III-B, AMOSA finds various solutions with different
elevator utilization variances and average distances. To show
the solution-selection process in AdEle+ and as an example,
the optimization for PL is detailed here. A small sample of
AMOSA’s explored solutions is shown in Fig. 6. As AMOSA
explores the solution space, it makes its way towards the Pareto
front (blue curve) to find the optimal trade-offs between utiliza-
tion variance (see (3)) and average distance (see (5)). Given
the final set of solutions, a desired solution can be selected
depending on the importance of energy efficiency (average
distance) and latency (utilization variance). For brevity, we
simulated several solutions spread along the Pareto front (S0

Fig. 6. Elevator-subset solutions found by AMOSA in AdEle+.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED SOLUTIONS FROM FIG. 6

to S5) and summarized the results in Table II. As expected,
lower utilization variance and lower average distance improves
the latency and energy consumption, respectively. As we are able
to significantly reduce the latency with fairly minimal increases
in energy, we select S5 for further analysis. Moreover, as we
discussed in Section III-D, AdEle+ will dynamically switch to
DB elevator selection to save energy when the traffic load is low
and congestion is not a concern. We follow the same procedure
for PSL, PSM , PSH , and PSNU to find an optimized set of
elevator subsets.

In the elevator subset optimization, we establish a minimum
(ESetmin) and maximum (ESetmax) number of elevators that
each elevator subset may have. This allows AMOSA to choose
different elevator subset sizes for different routers. Although
having a large number of elevators in the subset helps the router
adapt to different traffic scenarios, considering a very large
number of elevators also increases the chance of selecting distant
elevators, which impacts the energy efficiency.

To analyze the impact of elevator set size, average latency
and energy-per-flit for PL is shown in Fig. 7 using uniform
and shuffle traffic patterns. Two ranges of elevator subset sizes
are considered: ESetmin = 1 and ESetmax = 2 (ESet =1–
2); and ESetmin = 2 and ESetmax = 3 (ESet =2–3). For
elevator routers, we force them to only use their local elevator
because the cost of rerouting outweighs the load balancing
benefits. Since the elevator subsets are optimized based on
uniform traffic, adding more elevators in the subset to help adapt
to runtime traffic does only little to improve the latency under the
uniform traffic. On the other hand, in an unseen traffic pattern
like shuffle, ESet =2–3 shows better performance because it
can benefit from a larger elevator subset size to adapt to the
new traffic. We also evaluated ESetmin = ESetmax = 3, and
ESetmin = 3 and ESetmax = 4. However, we did not observe
any significant improvement in the latency, but we observed
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Fig. 7. Impact of elevator set size on (a and c) uniform traffic and (b and d) shuffle traffic.

energy overhead. Similar to these results, we found that, for
different network sizes, traffic patterns, and elevator patterns
(See Table I), ESetmin = 2 and ESetmax = 3 will result in a
better performance, and therefore we use this configuration.

2) Distance-Based Selection Threshold (trDB): As dis-
cussed in Section III-E, we find the DB selection threshold
(trDB) by varying the traffic injection rates and examining the
latency. Results for PL are shown in Fig. 8. As expected, DB
elevator selection has a lower latency when injection rates are
low, while ERR improves network congestion and outperforms
DB selection at higher injection rates. However, as ERR can use
non-minimal paths, it consistently has worse energy consump-
tion compared to DB (see Fig. 8(b)). To improve latency, ideally
we would like to use DB when the packet injection rate is below
0.00225 (the intersection occurred when packet injection rate is
0.00225), and ERR otherwise. Therefore, at an injection rate of
0.00225, we calculate the average cost of elevator selections (for
all selections in all the routers) and using (10) trDB is calculated,
which is 0.15 for PL.

To show the impact of different values of trDB , we show the
latency and energy results across a range of trDB forPL in Fig. 9.
As it can be seen, the threshold value we earlier determined (i.e.,
trDB = 0.15) is able to achieve a relatively low latency at both
high and low injection rates, demonstrating the efficacy of our
approach. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 9(b), energy consumption
is improved in low injection rates, compared to ERR, due to
switching to DB selection.

Following the same procedure, we find trDB for PSL, PSM ,
PSH , and PSNU across different traffic patterns (see Table III).
Although there is a small difference in optimal trDB values, we
do not expect to see a large impact on the overall results if we use
the trDB computed based on the uniform traffic for other traffic
patterns. From Fig. 9, we can see that even moving from trDB =
0.15 to trDB = 0.5—a range much larger than what can be

Fig. 8. Comparison of minimal versus ERR elevator selection under Uniform
traffic: (a) average latency and (b) energy per flit. This is used to find trDB .

TABLE III
trDB FOR DIFFERENT ELEVATOR PLACEMENTS
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Fig. 9. Comparison of ERR selection under Uniform traffic with different
values of trDB for PL in (a) average latency and (b) energy per flit.

seen in Table III—has a relatively small impact on the latency
and energy. Therefore, for each PC-3DNoC configuration, we
assume the optimal trDB found under the uniform traffic for all
the traffic patterns.

C. Evaluation Results

In this subsection, we evaluate AdEle+ compared to the state-
of-the-art selection algorithms (Elevator-First [8] and CDA [11])
in terms of latency, energy, and area efficiency. Our evaluation
includes both synthetic and real traffic patterns.

1) AdEle+ Performance Under Synthetic Traffic: We first
compare the average latency in AdEle+ under uniform and
shuffle synthetic traffic patterns, with Elevator-First, CDA and
AdEle in Figs. 10 and 11. Under all the elevator placements (see
Table I) and both traffic patterns, AdEle+ achieves the lowest
latency and highest saturation throughput. Even though CDA
employs global traffic information, AdEle+ still shows better
performance while only relying on local information. In this
work, we do not consider the high cost of CDA’s global infor-
mation sharing and optimistically assume that the information
is instantaneously received at every router. In reality, CDA will
likely perform even worse with stale information or include
significant implementation overhead.

With a higher elevator density (e.g., PSH ) or larger horizontal
dimensions (e.g., PL), the intra-layer traffic will become more
critical. AdEle+ still shows better performance in these cases.

To demonstrate the efficacy of our DB approach, we compare
AdEle+ with the policy that uses the ERR approach at all injec-
tion rates (AdEle [26]). As it can be seen, the DB approach is able
to significantly improves the average latency at low injection
rates (see in-set plots). Since the DB approach is able to utilize
the shortest path when traffic congestion is not an issue, AdEle+
is able to lower the latency compared to the ERR approach. At
high injection rates, AdEle+ switches over to ERR and has a
negligible latency overhead.

In addition, recall that AdEle+’s offline optimization is per-
formed using uniform traffic only. Yet, as Fig. 11 shows, while
the shuffle traffic is new for AdEle+, it still achieves the lowest
latency because its online selection policy can monitor runtime
congestion and select better elevators. We also include the
average latency of AdEle with conventional round-robin selec-
tion (called AdEle_RR). As can be seen, AdEle+’s proposed
online skipping policy achieves higher improvements in latency
compared to RR under both uniform and shuffle traffic patterns.
Notably, AdEle+ with ERR (shown as AdEle+ in the results)
has more improvement with the unseen traffic (i.e., shuffle) than
the one used in its offline optimization (i.e., uniform). This
demonstrates that ERR can successfully adapt to new traffic
patterns.

To further explain the latency improvement in AdEle+, we
show the elevator traffic load distribution for PSL normalized to
the average router load in Fig. 12(a). The white bar shows the
average load over elevator-less routers. The other colored bars
show the load over different elevators as indicated in the inset. As
it can be seen, AdEle+ better balances the load across the three
elevators and reduces the load on the highest utilized elevator.
To help quantify the congestion at an elevator, we examine the
average residency of flits on elevators (i.e., the time that a flit
is waiting at an elevator) in Fig. 12(b). Due to the high traffic
load on the blue elevator in Elevator-First and CDA, we see
a high flit residency on the blue elevator. By balancing the
traffic load, AdEle+ shows almost the same flit residency on
the three elevators. Therefore, balancing the traffic load on the
elevators results in less waiting time at the elevators, and hence
the average latency is improved. We also analyzed flit residency
on elevators for other patterns in Fig. 12(c). The same trend is
seen: AdEle+ significantly improves the average flit residency
because of better load balancing on the elevators. In Fig. 12,
packet injection rate is the injection rate at which latency is
3× zero-load latency: PSL: 0.0054, PSM : 0.0078, PSM : 0.011,
PSNU : 0.0062, and PL: 0.005.

We compare the energy consumption in different elevator-
selection algorithms and under various elevator placements in
Fig. 13. Under low injection rates, AdEle+ always has the
lowest energy consumption with an average of 5.6% energy
improvement over AdEle, because it switches to DB selec-
tion and uses the minimal paths. As it can be seen, DB se-
lection of AdEle+ offers significantly lower energy compared
to AdEle [26]. However, because AdEle+ takes non-minimal
paths at higher injection rates to improve traffic loads across
elevators, it typically imposes a small energy overhead. When
using PSL, the low density of elevators causes more pressure on
each elevator and increases the chance of taking non-minimal
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Fig. 10. Average latency for Elevator-First, CDA, AdEle, AdEle_RR, and AdEle+ under uniform traffic and using different elevator placements.

Fig. 11. Average latency for Elevator-First, CDA, AdEle, AdEle_RR, and AdEle+ under shuffle traffic and using different elevator placements.

Fig. 12. Comparison of elevator traffic distribution for Elevator-First (ElevFirst), CDA, and AdEle+ in terms of (a) traffic load over elevators (blue, green, and
red) normalized to the average load over horizontal links (white bars) of Elevator-First; (b) average flit residency over elevators; and (c) average flit residency of
all elevators normalized to average flit residency of horizontal links. AdEle+_DB shows DB selection of AdEle+.
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Fig. 13. Normalized energy per flit for Elevator-First, CDA, AdEle, AdEle_RR, and AdEle+ under uniform traffic with different injection rates.

Fig. 14. Latency for Elevator-First (ElevFirst), CDA, AdEle and AdEle+ normalized to ElevFirst under real-application traffic with different elevator placements.

paths, incurring at most 6.4% energy overhead compared to
CDA. However, distributing the traffic properly is especially
important with a low number of elevators as the traffic pressure
is already high and unbalanced loads can greatly affect the per-
formance. If maximum energy efficiency is desired, then AdEle+
can use configurations with lower energy but higher latency
(see Table II). For PC-3DNoC configurations with a higher
density of elevators (PSM , PSH , and PSNU ), there is almost
no energy overhead compared to CDA and negligible overhead
compared to Elevator-First at higher injection rates. Although in
a non-uniform elevator placement like PSNU congestion aware
selection of elevators can potentially result in a larger average
distance, AdEle+ has a negligible energy overhead due to the
efficient offline optimization. Finally, using PL, AdEle+ shows

energy consumption improvement compared to CDA. The rea-
son is that AdEle+ selects an elevator among a set of nearby
elevators, while CDA is free to select any elevator including
those farther away.

2) AdEle+ Performance Under Real-Application Traffic:
We extracted the traffic of several SPLASH-2 [32] and PAR-
SEC [33] benchmarks using Gem5 [30] for real-application
simulations. We obtained the real-application traffic traces using
Gem5 simulations in full-system mode with 64 x86 cores, four
coherence directories, four shared L2 cache banks (each core
also has a private L1 cache), 64 threads, and simmedium input
size. Because Gem5 is limited to 64 cores, we demonstrate
our results for PSL, PSM , PSH and PSNU . As shown in
Fig. 14(a)–(e), AdEle+ improves the network latency by 9.3%,
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Fig. 15. Energy for Elevator-First (ElevFirst), CDA, AdEle, and AdEle+ normalized to ElevFirst under real-application traffic with different elevator placements.

11.2%, 8.4%, and 8.9% (9.5% on average) compared to CDA; by
5.7%, 17.2%, 16.2% and 18.3% (14.3% on average) compared
to Elevator-First; and by 3%, 2.1%, 0.5% and 2.5% (2% on
average) compared to AdEle using PSL, PSM , PSH and PSNU ,
respectively. Note that the first two letters of application are
used on the x-axis in the figures—CA: canneal, FF: fft, FL:
fluidanimate, Lu: lu, RA: radix, WA: water, facesim: FA, body-
track: BO and swaption: SW. In particular, AdEle+ has more
improvements in applications with higher traffic loads (canneal,
fft, radix, water, bodytrack and swaption), as there is more oppor-
tunity to reduce the resulting elevator congestion. In applications
with lower traffic loads (fluidanimate, lu and facesim), AdEle+
maintains almost similar performance to the other approaches
as there is little contention on the elevators and the latency
is close to zero-load latency. Although PSL still shows some
improvements for AdEle+, the lower number of elevators (three
in PSL) results in minimal opportunity for AdEle+ to redirect
traffic and improve latency. Compared to AdEle, AdEle+ shows
lower latency (2% on average) especially in low load traffic (e.g.,
5.9% averaged across network configurations for fluidanimate),
due to its efficient DB elevator selection.

Fig. 15 shows the average energy-per-flit for each elevator-
placement pattern (PSL, PSM , PSH , and PSNU ), normalized
to Elevator-First. AdEle+ imposes small overhead because it
routes packets over non-minimal paths in case of congestion to
improve the latency. Compared to CDA, AdEle+ has a negligible
overhead usingPSL,PSM , andPSNU , while it slightly improves
the energy consumption underPSH . On average, AdEle+ has im-
proved energy consumption by 2%, in comparison with AdEle,
due its efficient DB selection.

To see how sensitive AdEle+ is to packet size, we perform
the same analysis for a packet size of five flits. In Fig. 16,
we present the average latency and energy-per-flit over all
network configurations (PSL, PSM , PSH , and PSNU ) and all
nine real applications. To evaluate the effect of packet size, we
maintain the same flit injection rate in both 5-flit and 18-flit
cases. Although flit injection rate is the same, as the chance of
congestion is reduced under the small packet size, both CDA and

Fig. 16. Packet size effect on latency and energy-per-flit.

AdEle, which are congestion-aware approaches, have slightly
less improvement in comparison with Elevator-First under the
small packet size. On the other hand, AdEle+ offers slightly
lower latency (0.2% improvement) and energy-per-flit (2.5%
improvement) in the small packet size. AdEle+ can update
the cost function faster with a higher packet frequency (i.e.,
smaller packet size) because, unlike CDA, AdEle+ updates its
cost function every packet instead of using a time interval for
the update (i.e., an event driven approach instead of a time
driven one). This allows AdEle+ to more quickly adapt to traffic
dynamics and improve performance.

3) Hardware-Area Analysis and Comparison: The hardware
of Elevator-First, AdEle+, and CDA are implemented and ana-
lyzed using Cadence Genus [31] in 45 nm technology. Here, we
consider a 1 GHz clock. For AdEle and AdEle+, we consider
8-bit precision for (6) and (7) and 5-bit precision for (8) and
(9). We find that 8-bit precision is sufficient to cover the range
of latency values before the network reaches saturation and
maximum latency. However, we chose a lower precision for
relative cost to save area overhead due to the division operation.
We found that at 5 bits, the approximation resulting from lower
precision resulted in a negligible effect (less than 0.1%) on
AdEle+’s latency and energy. Therefore, we use these level
of precision assumptions in our latency and energy evaluation
presented in Section IV. The results are shown in Table IV.
Compared to CDA, AdEle+ has smaller area overhead. Since
AdEle+ only requires local traffic information, AdEle+ does
not affect router frequency and AdEle+ calculations can be
done in 1 cycle. However, CDA’s area overhead is an optimistic
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TABLE IV
AREA OVERHEADS FOR THE DIFFERENT ELEVATOR SELECTION ALGORITHMS

assumption here as it does not include any overhead related to the
actual sharing of information. Therefore, real CDA will likely
impose higher area and latency overhead. Also, AdEle+ does
not affect the router stages and will scale well with the network
size, while CDA requires an additional cycle (or more for larger
networks) to update its tables. As mentioned in Section III-D,
AdEle+ will, at most, only need to store five elevator locations
regardless of the system size and elevator density to support the
DB selection. Compared to AdEle, AdEle+ imposes a negligible
area overhead (i.e, 0.2%) due to DB selection, but DB selection
improves both energy and latency significantly. In summary, the
results presented in this section using different traffic patterns
and network configurations show the promise of AdEle+ to
manage congestion on elevators with low hardware overhead.

V. CONCLUSION

Elevator selection plays a crucial role in the network latency
and energy efficiency of partially connected 3D NoCs. This
paper has combined an offline elevator subset optimization
process with an online elevator selection, to create a lightweight
adaptive congestion- and energy-aware elevator-selection algo-
rithm, called AdEle+, that addresses the traffic congestion on
elevators while delivering packets with less hop counts in low
traffic circumstances. By employing a set of elevators instead of
one elevator for each source router, AdEle+ is able to adapt to
runtime traffic loads and select the best elevator during runtime.
Moreover, AdEle+ only requires local router information and
is able to improve average latency in various scenarios under
both synthetic and real traffic. AdEle+ also improves the energy
consumption in some applications, especially under low traffic
loads where there is a low chance of congestion. Results indi-
cate the promise of AdEle+ to improve the network latency in
PC-NoCs and prevent network hot-spots. Therefore, the work
presented in this paper can help in designing low-latency and
energy-efficient networks for high performance 3D manycore
systems.
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